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Overview

• Structure
• Response properties
• Hypothesized roles in hearing
• Review of VCN-DCN circuits and 

projections



Structure & Organization
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Coronal view relative to VCN

Muniak et al 2013



Main projections



DCN cell layers and types

Layer 1-Molecular (Superficial)
• Granule cell axons and small 

stellate interneurons
• Cartwheel cell and 

pyramidal/fusiform cell dendrites 

Layer 2-Pyramidal (Fusiform)
• Pyramidal cell bodies-most 

numerous principal cells
• Cartwheel cells
• Granule cells

Layer 3&4-Deep 
• Auditory nerve fiber axons 

(tonotopic)
• Giant cells (2nd principal cell type)
• Vertical/tuberculoventral cells

From Osen 1990



Interacting tonotopic arrays

Each principal cell is activated 
by a small group of auditory 
nerve and probably T stellate 
inputs. Inhibition from multiple 
sources shapes the responses 
of the the principal neurons.

More on the complex circuitry 
and physiological responses in 
the following slides.



Cerebellum-like circuit in DCN

Dean et al. 2010



Cerebellum-like circuit in DCN

Major inputs: 
• Granule cell axons 

(parallel fibers)
• Auditory nerve fibers

Other inputs:
• VCN stellate cells
• Multisensory

Major outputs to IC:
• Pyramidal/fusiform cells
• Giant cells



Cerebellum-like circuit in DCN

Granule cells (more on 
these, unipolar brush cells, 
and Golgi cells later)

Glutamatergic

Axons provide major input to 
DCN and integrate 
multimodal inputs

Receive mossy fiber inputs



Cerebellum-like circuit in DCN

Golgi cells

GABAergic and glycinergic

Provide feedforward and 
feedback inhibition to 
granule cells



Cerebellum-like circuit in DCN

Unipolar brush cells 
(& chestnut cells)

Excitatory (glutamatergic) 
interneurons

UPCs-brush-shaped 
dendrite; input from mossy 
terminals and axons 
terminate in mossy endings; 
convert single action 
potential to multiple AP 
train?

Chestnut-1 stubby dendrite; 
function unknown



Cerebellum-like circuit in DCN

Pyramidal/fusiform 
cells

One of the principal cell 
types

Large excitatory 
(glutamatergic) bipolar 
neurons

Branched, spiny apical 
dendrites; smooth basal 
dendrites

Auditory nerve inputs in 
plane of isofrequency sheets

Projects to IC



Cerebellum-like circuit in DCN

Giant cells

One of the principal cell 
types; responses cannot 
always be distingusihed from 
fusiforms

Large excitatory 
(glutamatergic) multipolar 
neurons

Sparsely branched, mostly 
smooth dendrites 

Axons project to 
contralateral IC



Cerebellum-like circuit in DCN

Vertical/tuberculovent
ral cells

Inhibitory (glycinergic) CN 
interneurons (major source)

Smooth dendrite in plane of 
isofrequency sheet

Project within own 
isofrequency sheet within 
DCN and to VCN (similar BF 
cells)



Tonotopic inhibitory projections of 
vertical cells to VCN

Muniak and Ryugo 2013 

Vertical cells appear to inhibit 
neurons in VCN in a 
frequency-specific manner.

Enhances spectral processing 
in VCN?

Echo suppression? 

Improves VCN timing?



Cerebellum-like circuit in DCN

Cartwheel cells

Like Purkinje cells

Inhibitory interneurons with 
spiny dendrites

Glycine, GABA

Inhibit fusiform, giant, can 
other cartwheel cells



Cerebellum-like circuit in DCN

Stellate cells

Inhibitory GABAergic
interneurons

Not much known



Multimodal inputs



A closer look at the granule cell 
domain

Fluorescence: Yaeger & Trussell 2015; Borges-Merjane & Trussell 2015 

Unipolar brush cell
Weedman and Ryugo 1995 Granule

cell

Golgi cell



Multimodal, varied granule cell 
domain inputs form glomeruli

Inputs from many 
brainstem areas and also 
cortex 



Principal cell responses



Response types and role of 
inhibition

There are many response 
types in DCN-complex 
circuitry.

Note: DCN neurons do not all 
respond to sound, do not 
normally show much 
spontaneous activity.



Responses depend on stimulus 
level



Responses are shaped by synaptic 
integration/inhibition

Fusiform and giant cell 
responses to sound are shaped 
by multiple excitatory and 
inhibitory inputs.

Combined, these two types of 
responses allows detection of 
sounds with spectral peaks and 
notches.



Processing monaural spectral 
cues

DCN neurons are good at 
processing monaural spectral 
cues.

These cues are mainly used 
to localize sound in the 
median vertical plane, where 
binaural cues are absent.



Plasticity-LTP and LTD

DCN cells are very plastic.

Long term potentiation (LTP) and 
depression (LTD) can be evoked at 
parallel fiber synapses onto fusiform or 
cartwheel cells (but not auditory nerve 
synapses).

Fujino and Oertel 2002



So what does DCN do for hearing?



Hypothesized functions

Coding of monaural spectral cues related to pinna 
movements

Orientation of eyes, head, pinna to sound source

Selecting what to listen to based on salience, 
behavioral state (and suppressing responses to self-
generated sounds)

Coordination with other sensory systems (vestibular, 
somatosensory, other?) for sound localization



DCN and attention

Hernandez-Peon et al (1956)



Reviewing the VCN and DCN 
connections



Main projections-review

Young and Oertel Auerbach et al. 2014



Summary

DCN consists of many specialized cell types, complex 
circuitry

DCN is very plastic, incorporates responses from 
multiple modalities

Role in hearing is unclear, probably spectral coding 
and attentional filtering



One final thought

The connections between DCN and VCN, and 
between many other areas of the brain that project to 
DCN and VCN, demonstrate that we must consider 
what is going on in the whole brain to really 
understand how any one area works during real life 
signal processing and behavior. There remains much 
to be explored, even with these “lower” brain areas.
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Thanks for 
listening!

Find us online!




